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 8 
Q. Please state your name and business address. 9 

 10 

A. My name is Angelo F. Rella.  My business address is 137 Harrison Street, 11 

Johnstown, New York 12095. 12 

 13 

Q. By whom are you employed and in what capacity? 14 

 15 

A. I am employed by Citizens Communications Company ("Citizens"), formerly 16 

known as Citizens Utilities Company, as Vice President, State Government 17 

Affairs for the Communications Sector. 18 

 19 

Q. Please describe your current duties and responsibilities. 20 

 21 

A. I am responsible for the management of regulatory and government affairs for 22 

Citizens' local exchange and long distance telecommunications operations.  My 23 

responsibilities include the establishment and implementation of regulatory 24 

policies, oversight of regulatory activities including Citizens' rates and tariffs in 25 

state jurisdictions and the management of state regulatory and legislative 26 

proceedings and relations. 27 

 28 

Q. Please summarize your educational background. 29 

 30 
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A. I hold a Bachelor of Science degree in Electrical Engineering from the University 31 

of Rochester. 32 

 33 

Q. Please describe your work experience. 34 

 35 

A. I began working in telecommunications in 1970 with the New York State Public 36 

Service Commission.  In my various positions of increasing responsibility with 37 

the Commission, I participated in most aspects of telecommunications 38 

regulation.  During my tenure with the New York Public Service Commission, I 39 

also held the position of Vice-Chair of the NARUC Subcommittee on 40 

Depreciation.  In April 1998, I assumed my current position with Citizens. 41 

 42 

Q. Mr. Rella have you testified before? 43 

 44 

A. Yes.  I have testified before regulatory bodies over thirty times during the course of 45 

my career.  46 

 47 

Q. What is the purpose of your rebuttal testimony? 48 

 49 

A. I am responding to several issues raised by Staff witnesses Cindy Jackson and 50 

Robert F. Koch. 51 

 52 

Cindy Jackson Issues 53 

Q. In her initial testimony, Ms. Jackson raised the issue of CTC-Illinois’ participation 54 

in the Illinois Telecommunications Access Corporation (ITAC) and the Universal 55 

Telephone Assistance Corporation (UTAC).  Has CTC-Illinois made application 56 

to those organizations? 57 

 58 
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A. CTC-Illinois has completed the applications for membership to those 59 

organizations; copies of the applications are attached to this testimony as Exhibit    60 

4.01. 61 

 62 

Q. How does CTC-Illinois plan to transition current active and inactive customer 63 

accounts and deposits? 64 

 65 

A.   GTE and CTC-Illinois have worked together to facilitate the transfer of customer 66 

information from GTE’s systems to CTC-Illinois’. Testing procedures will be 67 

included to ensure that all data is transferred, and that the data is correct.  In 68 

essence, GTE will query its systems at closing to extract relevant information for 69 

each customer in the acquired exchanges.  This information will include: location 70 

code, customer name, telephone number, and all other customer data.  CTC-71 

Illinois will receive this extract file and load the information into its systems for 72 

customer accounts.  Regarding deposits specifically, GTE will pass to CTC-73 

Illinois information on the amount of deposit, receipt number, accrued interest, 74 

and date the deposit was paid. GTE will send CTC-Illinois the accrued interest to 75 

be applied to the customer accounts. 76 

 77 

Q. Does CTC-Illinois plan to transition current deferred payment arrangements from 78 

GTE? 79 

  80 

A. Yes. The information on deferred payment arrangement will be part of the data 81 

transfer described above. 82 

 83 

Q. Does CTC-Illinois plan to copy existing special billing arrangements made by 84 

GTE to its customers? 85 

A. Yes. 86 
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 87 

Q. Does CTC-Illinois plan to transfer all past due customer bills? 88 

 89 

A. CTC-Illinois will transfer all past due accounts in live and final status.  Accounts 90 

that have been permanently disconnected for non-payment will not be 91 

transferred to CTC-Illinois. 92 

 93 

Q. Will any customer intervention be required to effect the information transfers you 94 

just described? 95 

 96 

A. No customer action will be required.  All necessary information transfers will be 97 

accomplished entirely between GTE and CTC-Illinois. 98 

   99 

Q. Does CTC-Illinois plan to change customer bill dates or due dates? 100 

 101 

A. Customers in the acquired exchanges will be incorporated into the billing system 102 

of CTC-Illinois. All customers in a particular NPA/NXX will move to a particular 103 

CTC-Illinois bill cycle.  As a result, the bill dates of customers may change.  104 

CTC-Illinois will work with GTE to notify customers impacted by a billing date 105 

change.  If customers are currently being billed by GTE on a special or user-106 

requested date, that information will be passed to CTC-Illinois, and that custom 107 

billing date will be honored. 108 

 109 

Q. Has CTC-Illinois provided Staff with a copy of their final notice prior to 110 

disconnection? 111 

 112 

A. CTC-Illinois is developing a draft of the final notice.  CTC-Illinois will work with 113 

the Staff to ensure that the notice meets Illinois requirements.  114 
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 115 

Q. Will CTC-Illinois offer a program similar to GTE’s Advanced Credit Management 116 

(ACM) program? 117 

 118 

A. CTC-Illinois’ operational and billing systems will not support the ACM program, 119 

and hence CTC-Illinois will not be offering the ACM or a similar program.  At 120 

least 30 days prior to closing, CTC-Illinois will notify those customers currently 121 

using the ACM program that it will no longer be available, and provide 122 

information to assist customers in finding alternative ways of achieving similar 123 

results.  CTC-Illinois is willing to work with GTE and Staff to develop this 124 

educational program. 125 

 126 

Q. How will CTC-Illinois provide telephone directories to its customers in the 127 

acquired exchanges? 128 

 129 

A. Upon closing, CTC-Illinois will assume responsibility for publishing and 130 

distribution of telephone directories for its customers.  Generally, the coverage 131 

of the various directories will remain unchanged.  However, due to the 132 

geographic location of some exchanges, their listings may be moved to a 133 

different book.  The publish date for the new CTC-Illinois books will generally be 134 

one year after the most recent GTE book.   However, one book will have a 13 135 

month span between the final GTE book and the initial CTC-Illinois book.  Two 136 

books will have a nine month span between the final GTE book and the initial 137 

CTC- 138 

Illinois book. 139 

 140 

Q. What information has been provided to customers in the acquired exchanges 141 

regarding the impending transfer? 142 
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 143 

A. Pursuant to Federal Communications Commission requirements, in  January and 144 

February of 2000, customers in the acquired exchanges received a bill message 145 

alerting them to the acquisition by CTC-Illinois.  The substance of the 146 

communication was as follows: 147 

  CONSUMER ALERT! 148 
 149 
You’re getting a new local service provider. 150 
 151 
GTE has agreed to sell some of its Illinois telephone properties 152 
to Citizens Communications this year, which means you will have a 153 
new local service provider. After the sale, your local service 154 
will be provided by Citizens.  Don’t worry—your service won’t be 155 
interrupted.  GTE will continue to provide local phone service at 156 
current rates through the transfer of properties. 157 
 158 
The Federal Communications Commission will normally authorize 159 
this proposed discontinuance of service unless it is shown that 160 
customers would be unable to receive service or a reasonable 161 
substitute from another carrier—or that public convenience and 162 
necessity is otherwise adversely affected.  If you wish to 163 
object, you should file your comments within 30 days after 164 
receipt of this notice to: 165 
 166 
 Federal Communications Commission 167 
 Ref:  GTE Section 63.71 Application 168 
 Washington, DC  20554 169 
 170 
Comments should include specific information about the impact of 171 
this proposed discontinuance on you or your company, including 172 
any inability to acquire reasonable substitute service. 173 
 174 

Q. Are any further customer notifications planned? 175 

 176 

A. My understanding is that GTE is planning two additional general notifications, in 177 

the form of bill inserts; one approximately 60 days prior to closing, a second 178 

approximately 30 days prior to closing. 179 

 180 
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Q. Who should Staff of the Commission’s Consumer Services Division contact 181 

regarding resolution of customer complaints against CTC-Illinois? 182 

 183 

A. Staff should contact:  Scott Bohler 184 
     Manager, State Government Affairs 185 
     P.O. Box 609, 137 Harrison Street 186 
     Johnstown, New York  12095 187 
     (518) 773-6886 voice 188 
     (518) 773-8814 fax 189 
     sbohler@czn.com 190 
 191 

 After July 31, 2000, Mr. Bohler’s address will be: 192 

     2378 Wilshire Boulevard 193 
     Mound, Minnesota  66364 194 
 195 

Robert F. Koch Issues 196 

Q. In his testimony, Mr. Koch comments that CTC-Illinois should not be considered 197 

as a “small telecommunications carrier” by the Commission.  Do you have any 198 

concerns with this comment? 199 

 200 

A. Not with the comment, per se.  However, I would note that one should not equate 201 

“small” with “rural”.  By that, I mean that while CTC-Illinois will not be a “small 202 

telecommunications carrier” for Commission purposes, it will nonetheless be a 203 

“rural” carrier, under the criteria of the Telecommunications Act of 1996.  The Act 204 

states:  205 

 The term ''rural telephone company'' means a local exchange carrier operating entity 206 
to the extent that such entity-- 207 

   (A) provides common carrier service to any local exchange carrier 208 
study area that does not include either-- 209 

    (i) any incorporated place of 10,000 inhabitants or more, or any 210 
part thereof, based on the most recently available population statistics 211 
of the Bureau of the Census; or 212 
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    (ii) any territory, incorporated or unincorporated, included in an 213 
urbanized area, as defined by the Bureau of the Census as of August 214 
10, 1993; 215 

   (B) provides telephone exchange service, including exchange access, 216 
to fewer than 50,000 access lines;  217 

   (C) provides telephone exchange service to any local exchange 218 
carrier study area with fewer than 100,000 access lines; or 219 

   (D) has less than 15 percent of its access lines in communities of 220 
more than 50,000 on the date of enactment of the Telecommunications Act of 221 
1996. 222 

  223 

Q. As outlined in his Data Request RFK-13, Mr. Koch seeks to have CTC-Illinois file 224 

a number of schedules intended to allow the Commission to monitor CTC-Illinois’ 225 

earnings, upon completion of one year of operations.  What is your reaction to 226 

this request? 227 

 228 

A. CTC-Illinois continues to believe that the financial results of its first year of 229 

operation will not likely be a reliable prediction of its on-going operations, and 230 

would caution against taking significant actions in response to them.  231 

Nonetheless, CTC-Illinois is willing to provide the requested information to the 232 

Commission for its review.  However, since a calendar-year based report would 233 

be much less onerous for the company to create and much less cumbersome for 234 

Staff to evaluate, CTC-Illinois requests that the report be for the first full 235 

calendar year after closing.  Since it is anticipated that the closing will take place 236 

during the fourth quarter of 2000, the reporting period would begin January 1, 237 

2001 and would closely approximate the point at which CTC-Illinois begins 238 

operations in the state.   CTC-Illinois would further recommend that the report be 239 

filed with the Commission by June 30 of the following year.  That would be June 240 

30, 2002 in my example.  This would allow sufficient time for the Company to 241 

take the calendar year data it had reported in its Annual Report to the 242 

Commission and create the list of schedules requested.   243 
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 244 

Q. What is the company’s position regarding the filing of LRSIC studies, aggregate 245 

revenue and imputation tests? 246 

 247 

A. Mr. Koch recommends that CTC-Illinois provide LRSIC studies and aggregrate 248 

revenue and imputation tests for all applicable services within 18 months of the 249 

completion of the acquisition.  The company will prepare these studies.  250 

However, this is another area in which the company would prefer to work with a 251 

full calendar year of data.  Consistent with the approach suggested for financial 252 

data, CTC-Illinois requests that these filings be made by June 30 following the 253 

first full calendar year of operations.  This is estimated to be June 30, 2002. 254 

 255 

Q. Mr. Koch requests that the company file a copy of its cost allocation manual with 256 

Staff within 18 months of the close of the transaction for its review.  Is this 257 

acceptable? 258 

 259 

A. Yes.  CTC-Illinois will file its cost allocation manual with the Staff within 18 260 

months of closing. 261 

 262 

Q. Does this conclude your testimony. 263 

 264 

A. Yes.  265 


